Current Knowledge is POWER
Simson Maxwell recognizes that the power
generation industry is ever evolving and therefore the
need for current training on equipment related to our
industry is critical to ensure proper diagnostics
process and service capability.
Simson Maxwell has developed a robust training
program that can also be tailored to meet the needs of
other organizations involved in our industry involving
both general and specialized service training courses.

Simson Maxwell POWER School
Through our certified Technical Trainer, Simson
Maxwell can provide comprehensive technician
service training on all engine and system related
technology. All courses are conducted according to a
predetermined curriculum and schedule.
Comprehensive textbooks and manuals are provided
to supplement lectures by our job-experienced and
factory trained instructor.

Training POWER Onsite
Our program can be tailored to smaller settings to
provide more dedicated, one on one training with
a greater focus on troubleshooting as well as in
larger settings to multiple technicians at a time
utilizing a combination of classroom and hands on
practical training.
The flexibility of our program and training format
allows for our trainer to travel to your venues to
allow training be directly related to equipment that
your technicians diagnose and repair on a daily
basis or for us to offer the training out of our
centralized training facilities.
Contact our Power School to have our
representatives arrange a time to visit your
location to review the training needs of your
specific organization.

Our Factory trained instructor can offer detailed
operator / maintenance on new equipment to your
job sites and locations.

Lectures on theory and operation are conducted in the
classroom for easy reference and better retention.
Following the theoretical session of the course,
hands-on work experience is incorporated into all
courses to provide the technician with maximum indepth training.
Service training course content has been carefully
selected to ensure technicians receive adequate
instruction on theory of operation, maintenance,
repair, overhaul and troubleshooting. Procedures
specific to each engine brand and model are
explained in theory, followed by training in the
workshop on actual components with demonstrations
of proper assembly and operation procedures.

New or Existing Power Systems
Extended Operator / Maintenance

A combination of classroom and hands on
instruction can provide your on-site personnel a
comprehensive understanding of your onsite power
system to ensure your team are well equipped for
the day to day maintenance and operation
requirements of your equipment.
Familiarization with all aspects of your equipment,
allows your onsite professionals to perform
required inspections and maintenance protocol to
ensure the longevity of your power systems.
Should you be interested in further information related to
our training offerings, please contact us at
training@simmax.com or Jackie Gordon (Dir. HR and
Training) at 403 259 7312.

Contact our POWER School today to discuss the
specific needs of your new power package and
what training we can arrange to facilitate for you
and your team! training@simmax.com

